645. Ass. taken by Thirnyng and Woderove under these Ltrs. of Assoc., 19 Feb.-5 Mar. 1397, arc in J.I.1/1501, countywise, with these Ltrs. of Assoc. and the relevant Ltrs. of Admiss. enrolled at ms.31, 56, 74, 84, 92 and 102. But the Comm. of the same date (no. 638) does not seem to be enrolled.

646. G.Ds. held under these Comms. are in J.I.3/177, as follows: - Northampton castle, 19 Feb. 1397, m.10, Comm. enrolled; Warwick, 22 Feb. 1397, m.23, Comm. enrolled; Leicester, 26 Feb. 1397, m.37, Comm. enrolled; Nottingham (including co. Derby prisoners), 2 Mar. 1397, m.59, Comm. enrolled; Lincoln castle and Lincoln city, 5 Mar. 1397, at ms.100-101 and 102 respectively, Comms. enrolled.

The Lincoln city Comm. is dated 10 Feb. 1397, but the others are all dated 28 Jan. 1397.

647. York castle G.Ds. under this Comm., 9 Apr. 1397-11 Mar. 1398, are in J.I.3/184, at ms.1-4, with the Comm., dated 28 Jan. 1397, enrolled at m.1.


651. G.D. held under this Comm., 30 July 1397, is in J.I.3/179, at m.41d, with Comm. enrolled.

657. G.Ds. by Woderove and Broun for Oxford castle, 14 July 1396, and Hereford castle, 25 July 1396, under these Comms. are in J.I.3/180, at ms.14 and 37, with these Comms. enrolled.

658. G.D. by Woderove and fellows under this Comm., 17 July 1396, is in J.I.3/180, at m.47, with this Comm. enrolled.

659. G.D. by Woderove and Broun under this Comm., 27 July 1396, is in J.I.3/180, at m.28, with this Comm. enrolled.

662. G.D. by Hull and Huls under this Comm., 20 July 1397, is in J.I.3/180, at m.48, with this Comm. enrolled.

667A. G.D. by Rikhill and Brenchesle under this Comm., 13 Aug. 1397, is in J.I.3/179, at m.31, with this Comm. enrolled.

668. Ass. taken by Thirnyng and Waldeby under these Ltrs. of Assoc., 20 July-2 Aug. 1397, are in J.I.1/1501, countywise, with these Ltrs. of Assoc. and the relevant Ltrs. of Admiss. and 'sion omnes' enrolled at ms.32d, 58, 75, 85, 93 and 103.

671. G.Ds. held by Thirnyng and Waldeby under these Comms. are in J.I.3/177, as follows: - Leicester, 25 July 1397, ms.38-39, with Comm. enrolled at m.38; Nottingham (including co. Derby prisoners), 30 July 1397, ms.60-61, with Comm. enrolled at m.60; Lincoln castle, 2 Aug. 1397, ms.102d-104, with Comm. enrolled at m.102d. The Lincoln gaol file is J.I.3/33/7, with the original Comm. at m.27. All five calendars in it give the commissioners as Thirnyng and Crosseby (see no. 669), some putting Crosseby's name over an erasure; but this seems to be an error of anticipation.